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On behalf of the PROFES organizing committee we are proud to present to you the
proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Product Focused Software Process
Improvement (PROFES 2004), held in Kansai Science City, Japan. Since 1999, PROFES has
established itself as one of the recognized international process improvement conferences. In
2004 the conference left Europe for the first time and moved to Japan. Japan and its
neighboring countries are intensifying their efforts to improve software engineering excellence,
so it was a logical step to select Japan as the venue for PROFES 2004. The purpose of the
conference is to bring to light the most recent findings and results in the area and to stimulate
discussion between researchers, experienced professionals, and technology providers. The
large number of participants coming from industry confirms that the conference provides a
variety of up-to-date topics and tackles industry problems. The main theme of PROFES is
professional software process improvement (SPI) motivated by product and service quality
needs. SPI is facilitated by software process assessment, software measurement, process
modeling, and technology transfer. It has become a practical tool for quality software
engineering and management. The conference addresses both the solutions found in practice
and the relevant research results from academia. This is reflected in the 41 full papers, which
are a balanced mix of academic papers as well as industrial experience reports.
The first book to cover Agile Modeling, a new modeling techniquecreated specifically for XP
projects eXtreme Programming (XP) hascreated a buzz in the software development
community-much likeDesign Patterns did several years ago. Although XP presents
amethodology for faster software development, many developers findthat XP does not allow for
modeling time, which is critical toensure that a project meets its proposed requirements. They
havealso found that standard modeling techniques that use the UnifiedModeling Language
(UML) often do not work with this methodology. Inthis innovative book, Software Development
columnist Scott Amblerpresents Agile Modeling (AM)-a technique that he created formodeling
XP projects using pieces of the UML and Rational's UnifiedProcess (RUP). Ambler clearly
explains AM, and shows readers how toincorporate AM, UML, and RUP into their development
projects withthe help of numerous case studies integrated throughout the book. AM was
created by the author for modeling XP projects-anelement lacking in the original XP design
The XP community and its creator have embraced AM, which shouldgive this book strong
market acceptance Companion Web site at www.agilemodeling.com features updates,links to
XP and AM resources, and ongoing case studies about agilemodeling.
Extreme Programming InstalledAddison-Wesley Professional
Diagramming and process are important topics in today’s software development world, as the
UML diagramming language has come to be almost universally accepted. Yet process is
necessary; by themselves, diagrams are of little use. Use Case Driven Object Modeling with
UML - Theory and Practice combines the notation of UML with a lightweight but effective
process - the ICONIX process - for designing and developing software systems. ICONIX has
developed a growing following over the years. Sitting between the free-for-all of Extreme
Programming and overly rigid processes such as RUP, ICONIX offers just enough structure to
be successful.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Agile
Software Development, XP 2015, held in Helsinki, Finland, in May 2015. While agile
development has already become mainstream in industry, this field is still constantly evolving
and continues to spur an enormous interest both in industry and academia. The XP conference
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series has always played, and continues to play, an important role in connecting the academic
and practitioner communities, providing a forum for both formal and informal sharing and
development of ideas, experiences, and opinions. The theme of XP 2015 "Delivering Value:
Moving from Cyclic to Continuous Value Delivery" reflects the modern trend towards
organizations that are simultaneously very efficient and flexible in software development and
delivery. The 15 full and 7 short papers accepted for XP 2015 were selected from 44
submissions. All of the submitted papers went through a rigorous peer-review process.
Additionally, 11 experience reports were selected from 45 proposals, and in each case the
authors were shepherded by an experienced researcher.
Agile Estimating and Planning is the definitive, practical guide to estimating and planning agile
projects. In this book, Agile Alliance cofounder Mike Cohn discusses the philosophy of agile
estimating and planning and shows you exactly how to get the job done, with real-world
examples and case studies. Concepts are clearly illustrated and readers are guided, step by
step, toward how to answer the following questions: What will we build? How big will it be?
When must it be done? How much can I really complete by then? You will first learn what
makes a good plan-and then what makes it agile. Using the techniques in Agile Estimating and
Planning , you can stay agile from start to finish, saving time, conserving resources, and
accomplishing more. Highlights include: Why conventional prescriptive planning fails and why
agile planning works How to estimate feature size using story points and ideal days–and when
to use each How and when to re-estimate How to prioritize features using both financial and
nonfinancial approaches How to split large features into smaller, more manageable ones How
to plan iterations and predict your team's initial rate of progress How to schedule projects that
have unusually high uncertainty or schedule-related risk How to estimate projects that will be
worked on by multiple teams Agile Estimating and Planning supports any agile, semiagile, or
iterative process, including Scrum, XP, Feature-Driven Development, Crystal, Adaptive
Software Development, DSDM, Unified Process, and many more. It will be an indispensable
resource for every development manager, team leader, and team member.
The first edition of "Extreme Programming Explained" is a classic. It won awards for its thenradical ideas for improving small-team development, such as having developers write
automated tests for their own code and having the whole team plan weekly. Much has
changed in five years. This completely rewritten second edition expands the scope of XP to
teams of any size by suggesting a program of continuous improvement based on: five core
values consistent with excellence in software development; eleven principles for putting those
values into action; and, thirteen primary and eleven corollary practices to help you push
development past its current business and technical limitations. Whether you have a small
team that is already closely aligned with your customers or a large team in a gigantic or
multinational organization, you will find in these pages a wealth of ideas to challenge, inspire,
and encourage you and your team members to substantially improve your software
development.
Testing is a cornerstone of XP, as tests are written for every piece of code before it is
programmed. This workbook helps testers learn XP, and XP devotees learn testing. This new
book defines how an XP tester can optimally contribute to a project, including what testers
should do, when they should do it, and how they should do it.
This open access book constitutes the 6 research workshops, the Agile Education and Training
Track, the Doctoral Symposium, as well as a panel presented at XP 2020, the 21st
International Conference on Agile Software Development, which was held during June 8-12,
2020. The conference was planned to take place at the IT University of Copenhagen,
Denmark. Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, the conference was held online. In 2020, the
following six workshops took place: Third International Workshop on Software-Intensive
Business Eighth International Workshop on Large-Scale Agile Development Second European
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Symposium on Serverless Computing and Applications Second International Workshop on
Agile Transformation First International Workshop on Agility with Microservices Programming
Third International Workshop on Autonomous Agile Teams XP is the premier agile software
development conference combining research and practice. It is a unique forum where agile
researchers, practitioners, thought leaders, coaches, and trainers get together to present and
discuss their most recent innovations, research results, experiences, concerns, challenges,
and trends. XP conferences provide an informal environment to learn and trigger discussions
and welcome both people new to agile and seasoned agile practitioners. The 31 papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from overall 79 submissions. In
addition to the 26 workshop papers, this volume also includes 2 papers from the Agile
Education and Training Track and 3 papers from the Doctoral Symposium. Furthermore, the
book contains a summary of a panel discussion with the topic "Covid-19s Influence on the
Future of Agile".

This was the first year that the European Software Process Improvement Conference EuroSPI - had a separate research track with its own proceedings. The EuroSPI
conference is in its eleventh year, and has become the main meeting place in Europe
for the software industry and academia to discuss software process improvement. The
conference deals with software process improvement in a broad sense, investigating
organizational issues as well as methods and tools for software process improvement.
Euro SPI is an initiative financed by a consortium of Nordic research centers and user
networks(SINTEF, DELTA and STTF), ASQF, a German quality assurance association,
and ISCN in Ireland, the coordinating network partner. The research papers describe
innovative and significant work in software process improvement, which is relevant to
the software industry. The papers are readable for a scientific and industrial audience,
and support claims with appropriately described evidence or references to relevant
literature. Thirty-one papers were submitted in this year's research track, and each
paper was sent to three or four members of the program committee or additional
reviewers. Papers were evaluated according to originality, significance of the
contribution, quality of the written and graphical presentation, research method applied,
and appropriateness of comparison to relevant research and literature. Almost 100
reviews were received and 18 papers were selected for presentation in the research
track, giving a rejection rate of 42%. Many high-quality submissions had to be rejected
because of limited space in the conference program. The selected papers cover a wide
area in software process improvement, from - proving agile development methods,
techniques for software process improvement, and knowledge management in software
companies to effort estimation and global software development.
Agile Java™ Development With Spring, Hibernate and Eclipse is a book about robust
technologies and effective methods which help bring simplicity back into the world of
enterprise Java development. The three key technologies covered in this book, the
Spring Framework, Hibernate and Eclipse, help reduce the complexity of enterprise
Java development significantly. Furthermore, these technologies enable plain old Java
objects (POJOs) to be deployed in light-weight containers versus heavy-handed remote
objects that require heavy EJB containers. This book also extensively covers
technologies such as Ant, JUnit, JSP tag libraries and touches upon other areas such
as such logging, GUI based debugging, monitoring using JMX, job scheduling,
emailing, and more. Also, Extreme Programming (XP), Agile Model Driven
Development (AMDD) and refactoring are methods that can expedite the software
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development projects by reducing the amount of up front requirements and design;
hence these methods are embedded throughout the book but with just enough details
and examples to not sidetrack the focus of this book. In addition, this book contains well
separated, subjective material (opinion sidebars), comic illustrations, tips and tricks, all
of which provide real-world and practical perspectives on relevant topics. Last but not
least, this book demonstrates the complete lifecycle by building and following a sample
application, chapter-by-chapter, starting from conceptualization to production using the
technology and processes covered in this book. In summary, by using the technologies
and methods covered in this book, the reader will be able to effectively develop
enterprise-class Java applications, in an agile manner!
The co-author of Microsoft Secrets links issues related to strategy and organization to
those of managing technology, arguing that companies must chose a business model
that will capitalize on good times and survive more difficult periods, and presenting the
success stories of such companies as IBM, Toshiba, and Motorola. 25,000 first printing.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th Conference on Extreme
Programming and Agile Methods, XP/Agile Universe 2004, held in Calgary, Canada in
August 2004. The 18 revised full papers presented together with summaries of
workshops, panels, and tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from 45
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on testing and integration,
managing requirements and usability, pair programming, foundations of agility, process
adaptation, and educational issues.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Agile Software Development, XP 2010, held in Trondheim, Norway, in June 2010. In
order to better evaluate the submitted papers and to highlight the applicational aspects
of agile software practices, there were two different program committees, one for
research papers and one for experience reports. Regarding the research papers, 11 out
of 39 submissions were accepted as full papers; and as far as the experience reports
were concerned, the respective number was 15 out of 50 submissions. In addition to
these papers, this volume also includes the short research papers, the abstracts of the
posters, the position papers of the PhD symposium, and the abstracts of the panel on
“Collaboration in an Agile World”.
The second XP Universe and ?rst Agile Universe brought together many p- ple
interested in building software in a new way. Held in Chicago, August 4–7, 2002 it
attracted software experts, educators, and developers. Unlike most c- ferences the
venue was very dynamic. Many activities were not even well de?ned in advance. All
discussions were encouraged to be spontaneous. Even so, there were some written
words available and you are holding all of them now. We have collected as much
material as possible together into this small volume. It is just the tip of the iceberg of
course. A reminder to us of what we learned, the people we met, and the ideas we
expressed. The conference papers, including research and experience papers, are repduced in these proceedings. Forty-one (41) papers were submitted. Each subm- ted
paper received three reviews by program committee members. The program committee
consisted of 40 members. Papers submitted by program committee members were
refereed separately. This ensured that reviewers could provide an honest feedback not
seen by the paper submitters. In many cases, the program committee shepherded
authors to signi?cantly improve their initial submission prior to completing the version
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contained in these proceedings. In the end, the program committee chose 25 papers for
publication (60% acceptance).
A Thorough Introduction to the Agile Framework and Methodologies That Are Used
Worldwide Organizations of all shapes and sizes are embracing Agile methodologies as
a way to transform their products, customer satisfaction, and employee engagement.
Many people with varying levels of work experience are interested in understanding the
architecture and nuances of Agile, but it is difficult to know where to start. Numerous
practitioner books are available, but there has never been a single source for unbiased
information about Agile methodologies–until now. Introduction to Agile Methods is the
place to start for students and professionals who want to understand Agile and become
conversant with Agile values, principles, framework, and processes. Authors Sondra
Ashmore and Kristin Runyan use academic research and their own experiences with
numerous Agile implementations to present a clear description of the essential
concepts. They address all key roles and the entire development life cycle, including
common roadblocks that must be overcome to be successful. Through the authors’
realistic use cases, practical examples, and thought-provoking interviews with
pioneering practitioners, complex concepts are made relatable. No matter what your
role or level of experience, this book provides a foundational understanding that can be
used to start or enhance any Agile effort. Coverage includes How Agile compares with
the Waterfall method and when to use each Why Agile demands a cultural
transformation–and how that looks to each participant Comparing various Agile
methodologies, including Scrum, Kanban, Extreme Programming (XP), Crystal, Feature
Driven Development (FDD), Lean, and DSDM Understanding the roles within Agile and
how they work together to create superior results Agile approaches to requirements
gathering, planning, estimating, tracking, reporting, testing, quality, and integration
Extending Agile beyond IT
Extreme Programming Installed explains the core principles of Extreme Programming
and details each step in the XP development cycle. This book conveys the essence of
the XP approach--techniques for implementation, obstacles likely to be encountered,
and experience-based advice for successful execution.
You know what XP is, how to get it up and running, and how to plan projects using it.
Now it's time to expand your use of Extreme Programming and learn the best practices
of this popular discipline. In "Extreme Programming Explored, " you can read about
best practices as learned from the concrete experience of successful XP developers.
Author and programmer Bill Wake provides answers to practical questions about XP
implementation. Using hands-on examples--including code samples written in the Java
programming language--this book demonstrates the day-to-day mechanics of working
on an XP team and shows well-defined methods for carrying out a successful XP
project. The book is divided into three parts: Part 1, Programming--programming
incrementally, test-first, and refactoring. Part 2, Team Practices--code ownership,
integration, overtime, and pair programming; how XP approaches system architecture;
and how a system metaphor shapes a common vision, a shared vocabulary, and the
architecture. Part 3, Processes--how to write stories to plan a release; how to plan
iterations; and the activities in a typical day for the customer, the programmer, and the
manager of an XP project. To demonstrate how an XP team uses frequent testing,
you'll learn how to develop the core of a library search system by unit testing in small
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increments. To show how to make code ready for major design changes, the author
teaches you how to refactor a Java program that generates a Web page. To see how a
system metaphor influences the shape of a system, you'll learn about the effects of
different metaphors on customer service and word processing applications. To show
how customers and programmers participate in release planning, the book
demonstrates writing and estimating stories, and shows how the customer plans a
release. 0201733978B07052001
You need to get value from your software project. You need it "free, now, and perfect." We
can't get you there, but we can help you get to "cheaper, sooner, and better." This book leads
you from the desire for value down to the specific activities that help good Agile projects deliver
better software sooner, and at a lower cost. Using simple sketches and a few words, the author
invites you to follow his path of learning and understanding from a half century of software
development and from his engagement with Agile methods from their very beginning. The book
describes software development, starting from our natural desire to get something of value.
Each topic is described with a picture and a few paragraphs. You're invited to think about each
topic; to take it in. You'll think about how each step into the process leads to the next. You'll
begin to see why Agile methods ask for what they do, and you'll learn why a shallow
implementation of Agile can lead to only limited improvement. This is not a detailed map, nor a
step-by-step set of instructions for building the perfect project. There is no map or instructions
that will do that for you. You need to build your own project, making it a bit more perfect every
day. To do that effectively, you need to build up an understanding of the whole process. This
book points out the milestones on your journey of understanding the nature of software
development done well. It takes you to a location, describes it briefly, and leaves you to
explore and fill in your own understanding. What You Need: You'll need your Standard Issue
Brain, a bit of curiosity, and a desire to build your own understanding rather than have
someone else's detailed ideas poured into your head.
This book contains most of the papers presented at the 4th International C- ference on
Extreme Programming and Agile Processes in Software Engineering (XP 2003), held in
Genoa, Italy, May 2003. The XP 200n series of conferences were started in 2000 to promote
the - change of new ideas, research and applications in the emerging ?eld of agile
methodologies for software development. Over the years, the conference has - come the main
world forum for all major advances in this important ?eld. Also this year the contributions to
Agile Methodologies and Extreme P- gramming were substantial. They demonstrate that the
topic is continuing to gain more and more momentum. In spite of some criticism of agile methologies, everyone agrees that they address some unresolved needs of software practitioners.
People still do not know how to develop software on time, with the desired features, and within
the given budget! This volume is divided into several thematic sections, easing reader’s nagation through the content. Full papers are presented ?rst, followed by research reports,
papers from the Educational Symposium, and papers from the Ph.D. Symposium. The
presentations given during three panel sessions held at the conference conclude the book. The
section on Managing Agile Processes includes contributions highlighting the sometimes di?cult
relationship between agile methodologies and mana- ment, and includes approaches and
suggestions that should facilitate the acc- tance of agile methodologies at the di?erent levels of
management.
Provides information on eXtreme programming, or XP, a software development methodology.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the XP / Agile Universe 2003 Conference
held in New Orleans, LA, USA in August 2003. The 17 revised full papers presented together
with abstracts or papers from an educator symposium and workshop summaries were carefully
reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
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becoming agile, agile methods and processes, agile testing, and tool support for agile teams.
This open access book constitutes the proceedings of the 19th International Conference on
Agile Software Development, XP 2018, held in Porto, Portugal, in May 2018. XP is the premier
agile software development conference combining research and practice, and XP 2018
provided a playful and informal environment to learn and trigger discussions around its main
theme – make, inspect, adapt. The 21 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed
and selected from 62 submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: agile
requirements; agile testing; agile transformation; scaling agile; human-centric agile; and
continuous experimentation.
Brimming with over 100 "recipes" for getting down to business and actually doing XP, the Java
Extreme Programming Cookbook doesn't try to "sell" you on XP; it succinctly documents the
most important features of popular open source tools for XP in Java--including Ant, Junit,
Http'nit, Cactus, Tomcat, XDoclet--and then digs right in, providing recipes for implementing
the tools in real-world environments.
Allowing readers to tailor cutting-edge best practices from software development to achieve
success in Web development is the goal of this comprehensive guide. The book details a
proven process that helps readers deliver Web projects on time, within budget, and with fewer
defects.
Offers tips, techniques, and tools to help readers take advantage of Windows XP, covering
such topics as the control panel, file downloads, firewalls, removing XP components, and
cookies.
This book aims to give you a head start by providing a detailed down-to-earth account of how
one Swedish company implemented Scrum and XP with a team of approximately 40 people
and how they continuously improved their process over a year's time. Under the leadership of
Henrik Kniberg they experimented with different team sizes, different sprint lengths, different
ways of defining "done," different formats for product backlogs and sprint backlogs, different
testing strategies, different ways of doing demos, different ways of synchronizing multiple
Scrum teams, etc. They also experimented with XP practices - different ways of doing
continuous build, pair programming, test driven development, etc, and how to combine this
with Scrum. This second edition is an annotated version, a "director's cut" where Henrik
reflects upon the content and shares new insights gained since the first version of the book.
This state-of-the-art survey, reflecting on the teaching of programming, has been written by a
group of primarily Scandinavian researchers and educators with special interest and
experience in the subject of programming. The 14 chapters - contributed by 24 authors present practical experience gathered in the process of teaching programming and associated
with computing education research work. Special emphasis is placed on practical advice and
concrete suggestions. The authors are all members of the Scandinavian Pedagogy of
Programming Network (SPoP), and bring together a diverse body of experiences from the
Nordic countries. The 14 chapters of the book have been carefully written and edited to
present 4 coherent units on issues in introductory programming courses, object-oriented
programming, teaching software engineering issues, and assessment. Each of these individual
parts has its own detailed introduction. The topics addressed span a wide range of problems
and solutions associated with the teaching of programming such as introductory programming
courses, exposition of the programming process, apprentice-based learning, functional
programming first, problem-based learning, the use of on-line tutorials, object-oriented
programming and Java, the BlueJ environment to introduce programming, model-driven
programming as opposed to the prevailing language-driven approach, teaching software
engineering, testing, extreme programming, frameworks, feedback and assessment, active
learning, technology-based individual feedback, and mini project programming exams.
Stephens and Rosenberg examine XP in the context of existing methodologies and processes
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such as RUP, ICONIX, Spiral, RAD, DSDM, etc – and show how XP goals can be achieved
using these existing processes.
Software development is being revolutionized. The heavy-weight processes of the 1980s and
1990s are being replaced by light-weight, so called agile processes. Agile processes move the
focus of software development back to what really matters: running software. This is only made
possible by accepting that software
developmentisacreativejobdoneby,with,andforindividualhumanbeings.For this reason, agile
software development encourages interaction, communication, and fun. This was the focus of
the Fifth International Conference on Extreme PgrammingandAgileProcessesinSoftwareEngineeringwhichtookplacebetween June 6 and June
10, 2004 at the conference center in Garmisch-Partenkirchen at the foot of the Bavarian Alps
near Munich, Germany. In this way the conference provided a unique forum for industry and
academic professionals to discuss their needs and ideas for incorporating Extreme
Programming and Agile Metho- logies into their professional life under consideration of the
human factor. We celebrated this year’s conference by re?ecting on what we had achieved in
the last half decade and we also focused on the challenges we will face in the near future.
Provides information about the new lightweight software development methodology.
Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) gives Microsoft development teams a powerful, integrated
toolset for Agile development. Visual Studio Team System: Better Software Development for
Agile Teams is a comprehensive, start-to-finish guide to making the most of VSTS in real-world
Agile environments. Using a book-length case study, the authors show how to use VSTS to
improve every aspect of software development, step by step–from project planning through
design and from coding through testing and deployment. Agile consultant Will Stott and
Microsoft development lead James Newkirk carefully integrate theory and practice, offering
hands-on exercises, practical insights into core Extreme Programming (XP) techniques, and
much more. Coverage includes Using VSTS to support the transition to Agile values and
techniques Forming Agile teams and building effective process frameworks Leveraging Team
Foundation Version Control to help teams manage change and share their code effectively
Implementing incremental builds and integration with Team Foundation Build Making the most
of VSTS tools for Test-Driven Development and refactoring Bringing agility into software
modeling and using patterns to model solutions more effectively Using the FIT integrated
testing framework to make sure customers are getting what they need Estimating, prioritizing,
and planning Agile projects
This open access book constitutes the research workshops, doctoral symposium and panel
summaries presented at the 20th International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP
2019, held in Montreal, QC, Canada, in May 2019. XP is the premier agile software
development conference combining research and practice. It is a hybrid forum where agile
researchers, academics, practitioners, thought leaders, coaches, and trainers get together to
present and discuss their most recent innovations, research results, experiences, concerns,
challenges, and trends. Following this history, for both researchers and seasoned practitioners
XP 2019 provided an informal environment to network, share, and discover trends in Agile for
the next 20 years. Research papers and talks submissions were invited for the three XP 2019
research workshops, namely, agile transformation, autonomous teams, and large scale agile.
This book includes 15 related papers. In addition, a summary for each of the four panels at XP
2019 is included. The panels were on security and privacy; the impact of the agile manifesto on
culture, education, and software practices; business agility – agile’s next frontier; and Agile –
the next 20 years.
Extreme Programming is the most exciting revolution to hit the software engineering industry in
the last decade. But what exactly is XP? And how do you XP? Simply put, XP is about playing
to win. If you are serious about becoming an agile organization, decreasing your time to
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market, keeping your development team happy, and improving the overall quality of your
software, then XP is for you. Extreme Programming in Practice provides a candid, refreshing,
insiders view of how an XP project works. The artifacts presented in this book are real, the
user stories are real, and the anecdotes are real. The book represents all-access, uncensored
XP. The authors have chosen example over explanation, so that you can personalize the
tenets of XP and put them into practice on your next development project. The book is
supported with sample code and test examples. You can learn how to emphasize planning in
your project; deliver multiple iterations of your project (each with increasing business value);
gather customer feedback as you build; and test the integrity of your code without halting your
development efforts. The authors also provide a handy summary of more than a dozen lessons
learned i
Apply what you know about extreme programming and object-oriented design to learning C#
and the Microsoft® .NET Framework on the fly. Written by a leader in extreme programming,
this book covers both high-level concepts and practical coding applications.
"Extreme Programming Ant" covers the application development life cycle using Ant and other
tools to facilitate various stages of a project. The authors discuss techniques and best
practices for the build process, version control generating documentation, unit testing, and
deployment.

Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, User
Stories Applied offers a requirements process that saves time, eliminates rework,
and leads directly to better software. The best way to build software that meets
users' needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of
functionality that will be valuable to real users. In User Stories Applied, Mike
Cohn provides you with a front-to-back blueprint for writing these user stories and
weaving them into your development lifecycle. You'll learn what makes a great
user story, and what makes a bad one. You'll discover practical ways to gather
user stories, even when you can't speak with your users. Then, once you've
compiled your user stories, Cohn shows how to organize them, prioritize them,
and use them for planning, management, and testing. User role modeling:
understanding what users have in common, and where they differ Gathering
stories: user interviewing, questionnaires, observation, and workshops Working
with managers, trainers, salespeople and other "proxies" Writing user stories for
acceptance testing Using stories to prioritize, set schedules, and estimate
release costs Includes end-of-chapter practice questions and exercises User
Stories Applied will be invaluable to every software developer, tester, analyst,
and manager working with any agile method: XP, Scrum... or even your own
home-grown approach.
A guide to XP leads the developer, project manager, and team leader through the
software development planning process, offering real world examples and tips for
reacting to changing environments quickly and efficiently.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 17th International Conference
on Agile Software Development, XP 2016, held in Edinburgh, UK, in May 2016.
While agile development has already become mainstream in industry, this field is
still constantly evolving and continues to spur an enormous interest both in
industry and academia. To this end, the XP conference attracts a large number of
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software practitioners and researchers, providing a rare opportunity for
interaction between the two communities. The 14 full papers accepted for XP
2016 were selected from 42 submissions. Additionally, 11 experience reports
(from 25 submissions) 5 empirical studies (out of 12 submitted) and 5 doctoral
papers (from 6 papers submitted) were selected, and in each case the authors
were shepherded by an experienced researcher. Generally, all of the submitted
papers went through a rigorous peer-review process.
For those considering Extreme Programming, this book provides no-nonsense
advice on agile planning, development, delivery, and management taken from the
authors' many years of experience. While plenty of books address the what and
why of agile development, very few offer the information users can apply directly.
Extreme Programming (XP) is a significant departure from traditional software
development methods, one that is ushering in a change for both developers and
business people. It is an agile methodology, which enables highly productive
teams to produce quality software from rapidly changing or unclear requirements.
XP is disciplined software craftsmanship, elevating best practices in software
analysis, design, testing, implementation, and project management to a new
level. "Extreme Programming Applied" helps you begin using the principles
behind this revolutionary concept. Even as the popularity of XP grows, many
programmers and developers are still seeking practical advice on getting started.
They find themselves in search of an XP roadmap, one that points to paths
around the obstacles. "Extreme Programming Applied" is just that roadmap, a
pragmatic guide to getting started with Extreme Programming. It helps
programmers and project managers take their first steps toward applying the XP
discipline. This book is not a tutorial, however. It uses real-world experience to
educate readers about how to apply XP in their organizations. The authors offer
guidelines for implementing XP, illustrating key points with valuable stories from
successful XP pioneers. 0201616408B09172001
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